Surgical outcome of cortical dysplasias presenting with chronic intractable epilepsy: A 10-year experience
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Background: There has been sparse description of cortical dysplasias (CDs) causing intractable epilepsy from India. Aim: Clinical retrospective study of CDs causing intractable epilepsy that underwent surgery. Materials and Methods: Fifty-seven cases of CDs reviewed (1995 till July 2006) are presented. All patients had intractable epilepsy, and underwent a complete epilepsy surgery workup (inter ictal electroencephalography (EEG), video EEG, MRI as per epilepsy protocol, SPECT (interictal, ictal with subtraction and co-registration when required), and PET when necessary). Surgical treatment included a wide exposure of the pathology with a detailed electrocorticography under optimal anesthetic conditions. Mapping of the sensori-motor area was performed where indicated. Procedures included resection either alone or combined with multiple subpial transactions when extending into the eloquent areas. Results: Our study had 28 (49.12%) cases of isolated focal CDs, and 29 (50.67%) with dual pathology. Average age at the time of onset of seizures in our series was 7.04 years (three months to 24 years), and average age at the time of surgery was 10.97 years (eight months to 45 years). Among coexistent pathologies, one had associated MTS, 16 had coexistent gangliogliomas and 12 (dysembryonic neuroepithelial tumor) DNTs. At an average follow-up of 3.035 years (range 5-10 years), three patients were lost to follow-up. Fifty-one per cent (29/57) patients had a good outcome (Engel Grade I) and 26%(15/57) had a Grade II outcome. Conclusion: Cortical dysplasias have a good outcome if evaluated and managed with concordant electrical and imaging modalities.
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Cortical dysplasia (CD) is an uncommon pathology causing intractable epilepsy. Over the recent years, more cases are being recognized with improvement in diagnostics and imaging. Since the inception of the epilepsy surgery program in 1995, we have operated upon more than 400 cases of intractable epilepsy at our center. Amongst these cases are 57 focal cortical dysplasias (FCDs).[1]

The results reported for FCD have been variable.[2-4] Sisodya[5] in his meta-analysis of all outcome studies of surgery for CDs (till 2000) described 40% seizure-free, or good outcome in cases of multiple CDs, focal CD being the most common variety. In comparison to temporal lobe epilepsy this is a lower outcome. However, latest studies indicate a better outcome.[6-9] We present here our experience with this uncommon pathology for the last 10 years.

Materials and Methods

All patients since 1995 till July 2006, with proven CD (isolated or dual) were analyzed on the basis of discharge summaries, imaging records, operative notes and personal telephonic conversation. Since this was a retrospective clinical study, detailed consent forms were already obtained. Thirteen patients could not be included in this study as it was felt that the requisite data was not available for this study.

Fifty-seven consecutive patients of all age groups (range eight months to 45 years), with FCD were included in this study as it was felt that the requisite data was not available for this study.

The presurgical evaluation of potential candidates included a detailed history and clinical examination, interictal EEG, long-term video EEG and high-quality magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan (including SPGR, T1 and fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequences in oblique coronal planes 3-mm thick, perpendicular to the principal axis of the hippocampal formation and sensitive enough to detect subtle alterations in hippocampal size, morphology and signal intensity). Gadolinium enhancement was used if a structural pathology was suspected. All patients underwent long-term video EEG monitoring and a
minimum of three seizures were recorded. The patient was considered for surgery only if a concordance could be established with imaging. An interictal SPECT study was done using HMPAO. In doubtful cases, an ictal SPECT was done using Te-ECD. Ictal and interictal subtraction (SISCOS) and co-registration with MRI (SISCOS) was performed where necessary. PET (with fluoro deoxyglucose) was performed where indicated.

Once the concordance was confirmed, the patient was subjected to appropriate surgery. This included a wide craniotomy to expose the pathology. At surgery, in most of the instances, the abnormal pathology could be identified by gentle palpation with a wet gloved finger. In addition, in most of the cases there was presence of gyral anomalies like pachygyria or presence of paler tissues over the anomaly. The next step was to perform a detailed electrocorticography (ECoG). A 4x4 grid with platinum electrodes was generally preferred. However, for larger lesions, a 8x8 grid was used. During the ECoG the grids were positioned in different areas to map the abnormal activity. When the lesion was close to the motor or sensory cortex, SSEP was performed by stimulating the median nerve and the central sulcus was identified by noting the reversal of potentials.

Electrocorticography in the operating room was performed under standard anesthetic conditions. Care was also taken to avoid using any wireless equipment or use of unnecessary electrical equipment to avoid artifacts. After craniotomy and dural opening, patients were pharmacologically paralyzed, and anesthesia maintained with nitrous oxide and intravenous narcotics with discontinuation of other inhalation agents. Core body temperature was maintained above 35.5°C. Electrocorticography was recorded when the end-tidal inhalation agent (by mass spectroscopy) was below 0.1% (sevoflurane or isoflurane). Reference and ground needle electrodes were placed over the contralateral frontal-central scalp. The low-frequency filter was set at 1 Hz, the high-frequency filter at 70 Hz, and sensitivity was between 20 and 50 mV/cm. Multiple contact grid electrodes (24-28 contacts) were positioned over the exposed cortical surface, and the recording was performed over 15-20 min site. Electrocorticography abnormalities were graded using the following score.

ECoG Score 1: Normal background of mixed gamma, beta and alpha frequencies of moderate to low amplitude (i.e., usually 20-30 mV). A few low-amplitude spikes could be observed.

ECoG Score 2: Loss of fast (120 Hz) background frequencies, but otherwise a background of mixed alpha, beta and delta frequencies of low to moderate amplitude. Repeated but non-continuous, spikes, polyspikes or paroxysmal fast activity of medium amplitude often observed.

ECoG Score 3: Mostly 6-20 Hz background frequencies with some localized nearly continuous interictal epileptiform features of moderate amplitude or persistent repetitive spiking. Very rarely, electrographic seizures were captured.

ECoG Score 4: Slow (16 Hz) background frequencies with continuous synchronous features of moderate to high amplitude. Multiple independent epileptiform abnormalities (polyspikes, paroxysmal fast activity and electrographic seizures) could be recorded.

ECoG Score 5: Slow rhythmic usually synchronous background (14 Hz), often of high amplitude. Continuous synchronized or independent high-amplitude epileptiform abnormalities in multiple cortical sites could be observed. Ictal discharges were rarely recorded but observed in surrounding cortex.

An ECoG score of 2-5 was considered abnormal and area showing this activity was always included in the resective area. An ECoG Score 1 was considered relevant depending on the existing situation. For instance, if there was widespread hemispheric activity consistent with ECoG Score 1 activity, then ‘chasing the spikes’ was avoided, and the maximally abnormal area was resected. If this activity was more focal amenable to surgical resection, then it was utilized for guiding surgical resection.

Surgery included a wide resection, making sure that the subcortical white matter was also included in the resection. A subpial transaction was performed in addition, if the ECOG showed abnormal activity over the motor or sensory cortex. One patient had a hemispheric CD and underwent a hemispherotomy. All resected specimens were subjected to a complete histopathological examination, and grading as per Palmini’s classification was performed in 31 cases. A post-resection ECoG was always performed. If significant abnormal activity was still noted from the margins, further resection was performed.

Following surgery, patients were continued on antiepileptic drugs (AED) and the scheduled drug dosage was not omitted either during surgery or the same day. If the patient was receiving phenytoin or valproate, a bolus injection was given at the time of the surgery. If he/she was receiving an AED with no injectable form available, then a double dose was given in the morning through a Ryle’s tube which was then removed. The same was repeated at night after surgery.

The follow-up was obtained using patient’s OPD records, and personal telephonic conversation. The outcome was classified using Engel grade[17] (Grades I-IV, where Grade I represented being completely seizure-free and was included in good outcome).

The outcome, the histopathological grades and other demographic factors were correlated with each other. Focal cortical dysplasias were histologically classified on the basis of Palmini’s grading.[3] In this
grading system, two types of dysplasias are identified based on the presence or absence of dysmorphic neurons or balloon cells. In Type I FCD, there are no dysmorphic neurons or balloon cells. In Type IA, isolated architectural abnormalities, usually laminar or columnar disorganization, are found. Type IB is also characterized by architectural abnormalities, but giant cells or immature neurons are also seen. It is important to note that no abnormal cells are present in Type I FCD. On the other hand, abnormal neurons are found in Type II FCD. In Type IIA, there are dysmorphic cells but no balloon cells. In Type IIB, both dysmorphic cells and balloon cells are found.

Results

Age and sex distribution
The average age at the time of onset of seizures was 7.04 (+ 6.24) years (range three months-24 years). Average age at the time of surgery was 10.97 (+ 8.12) years (range eight months- 45 years). However, at the time of surgery, the majority of patients (35/57 - 61.4%) were under 18 years of age.

Among these patients, there were 33 males, with a sex ratio of 1.375. All cases had confirmed histopathology of CD with or without coexisting pathologies [Table 1].

Investigations: All patients underwent interictal EEG, VEEG, MRI as per epilepsy protocol. In the more recent years, 3-T MRI was performed when indicated (11 cases). SPECT using HMPAO was performed in all 57 cases. Ictal SPECT was performed in 32 cases. Subtraction imaging (using SISCOS or SISCOM) was performed in 29 cases. PET (with fluoro-dexoyglucose) as additional investigation was performed in 13 cases.

Clinical characteristics: All the patients had 'intractable epilepsy' in that they still continued having seizures despite being on two or more AEDs for two or more years (non-epileptic events and poor compliance being ruled out). Eleven patients presented with catastrophic seizures and status and were not responding to anticonvulsants. The average seizure frequency was 2.8 / week (+ 1.9- 2 S.D). The range varied from status converting to 5-6 seizures a day to 3-4 seizures a month . The seizure semiology included complex partial seizures in a majority of patients (n = 32; 56.14%), followed by simple partial seizures (n = 21; 36.8%). About eight patients had infantile spasms. Even though a formal neuropsychological testing was not done in all cases (done in only 19 cases), evaluation of the case records showed presence of cognitive delay in 13 cases (seven in cases where a detailed neuro-psychological testing was done)

Isolated CDs and coexisting pathologies
Of the 57 cases reported here, 28 had isolated CDs, while 29 had a coexisting independent pathology (ganglioglioma n = 16, dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumor [DNT] n = 12, mesial temporal sclerosis [MTS] n = 1) [Table 2]. In the case of MTS, the FCD was placed in the medial temporal region.

Lobar distribution
The lobar distribution was assessed on the basis of imaging and electrophysiological studies [Table 1]. One patient had a hemispheric CD requiring hemispherotomy.

Follow-up
The average duration of follow-up was 3.035 (+ 5.8) years with a range of five months to 10 years. Three patients were lost during follow up and one patient was lost after a follow up of five months.

Outcome
Good outcome was measured in terms of Engel’s grades I- IV. Distribution of patients in terms of Engel’s grade was as follows:
- Grade I 29
- Grade II 15
- Grade III 8
- Grade IV 3

Hence good outcome (Grade I) was seen in 51%. Engel’s grade was not available for three patients as they were lost to follow-up, and one patient was Grade IV at five months, but was lost to follow-up after five months.

In our series, no patient undrewent isolated multiple subpial transactions (MST) as in all cases the FCD was such that it was primarily present over a relatively non-eloquent cortex extending into an eloquent zone. Hence an MST was always combined with a resection. There

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location (coexisting independent pathology in parenthesis)</th>
<th>Frontal</th>
<th>Temporal</th>
<th>More than 1 lobe (fronto-parietal 17)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Age (+ 6.24) of onset of seizures (Range, no. of males)</td>
<td>6.51 (0.6-22, 4)</td>
<td>8.20 (4.9-16, 14)</td>
<td>6.41 (4.8-45, 15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coexisting Pathology</td>
<td>1 (GG), 4(DNT)</td>
<td>11(GG), 6(DNT), 1(MTS)</td>
<td>4(GG), 2 (DNT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good outcome (Engel’s Grade I)</td>
<td>(CD:2, +GG: 1, +DNT:0), Total: 3</td>
<td>(CD:11, +GG:9, +DNT:2, +MTS:0), Total: 22</td>
<td>(CD: 3, +GG:1, +DNT:0), Total: 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CD: Cortical dysplasia, +GG: Ganglioglioma + CD, DNT: Dysembryonic neuroepithelial tumor + CD, (Some patients had overlapping localization e.g. frontal as well as parietal)
was no difference in outcome between patients who had resection vs. a combination of resection combined with MST.

Keeping in mind that a significant number of pathologies were dual, the outcome analysis was performed for isolated CD vs. dual pathologies. This revealed a good outcome in about 61% (Grade I) for isolated CDs while the overall seizure-free outcome (Engel Grade I) for dual pathologies is around 46%. We do not know the cause for this discrepancy in outcome. However, one of the possibilities is that the diagnosis of CD came as a surprise and it was only the other pathology which was considered as the primary pathology, hence it is always possible that some residual dysplastic tissue may have been left behind accounting for a lower seizure-free outcome. Even though ECoG was always performed to guide the extent of resection, it is possible that the area with FCD was electrically silent in the presence of another pathology and could have become active once the primary pathology was excised [Table 2]. The only case of CD associated with mesial temporal sclerosis (MTS) had a Grade IV outcome. In this case, the preoperative diagnosis was MTS only. The diagnosis of CD was made only after the histopathological examination, hence it is possible that some residual CD left behind may be responsible for the poor outcome. This patient was scheduled for a repeat MRI but was lost to follow-up.

The outcome with respect to Palmini’s grading is shown in Table 3. Thus it is evident that out of 31 patients whose slides were reviewed for grading, 22 (70.96%) patients had a Grade I outcome. Of these maximum improvement was seen in cases with Palmini’s grade IIb (100%) followed by Palmini Grade IIa (83.3%).

### Postoperative complications

Three patients had meningitis, proven by lumbar puncture and these were treated appropriately. Two patients had hemiparesis and both showed gradual recovery at subsequent follow-up. One of these patients also had a contralateral superior quadrantanopia, which gradually improved to near normal. Both these patients had a large CD extending close to motor strip. In one case, a male child eight years old, had extensive bi-occipital CDs [Figure 1]. Ictal SPECT localized the epileptic zone on the right occipital lobe but electrophysiological findings were bilateral. He underwent a bilateral occipital craniotomy. Intraoperative ECOG showed significant activity from the right lateral occipital lobe with some activity also coming from the left side. He thus underwent right-sided resection and a MST on the left side. Following surgery, this patient developed status epilepticus which required him to be paralyzed and ventilated for 48 h. He improved subsequently to have an Engel’s Grade II outcome. The overall complication rate was 9% with only one patient having a significant residual hemiparesis. There was no mortality in our series.

### Discussion

Background: The term “cerebral cortical dysplasia” encompasses a spectrum of malformations of the cerebral cortex that arise during development and are associated with epilepsy in infants and children,[10] though they may be also seen in older patients with longstanding epilepsy, particularly in developing countries. Initially, cortical malformations were referred to largely by their gross characteristics (e.g., lissencephaly, agyria or pachygyria, hemimegalencephaly, microgyria). As investigators discovered the range of microscopic cortical malformations that produce epilepsy but show no (or milder) gross abnormalities, additional terms such as “microdysgenesis”,[11] “dysplastic cortical architecture”,[12] “focal cortical dysplasia”,[13] were added

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Seizure outcome of isolated CD vs. dual pathologies. (Palmini's grading done for 31 cases only)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Three patients were lost to follow-up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Seizure outcome compared with Palmini’s grading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures in parentheses are in percentage
to the literature. The term “focal cortical dysplasia” was first used to describe a specific malformation of the brain that consisted of disorganized cortex with enlarged irregular neurons and enlarged ballooned cells.[2]

The clinical form, age at onset of symptoms, and severity of epilepsy that a given patient with CD manifests appear to depend most on cerebral embryogenesis.[11] In general, the more severe the CD, the earlier the onset of symptoms and the more severe the epileptic syndrome.[5-10]

The past decade has witnessed a large number of clinical and laboratory-based studies related to FCD[13-22] (to quote a few). While these pathologies were more difficult to diagnose especially on low resolution MRI’s. However development of more contemporary MR software and imaging technologies like FLAIR, SPGR, diffusion-weighted imaging[15,19] etc have greatly enhanced the diagnostic capabilities. Even in our series 18 patients had undergone an MRI elsewhere which was reported as normal.

Study question: Despite a large body of literature available, very few studies have been quoted from India, most of them being part of larger series of epilepsy surgery,[23-25,27] including from our center earlier. This was one of the main reasons which encouraged updating and analyzing our results of FCD separately to evaluate the various clinical and pathological parameters. The present series is thus a large compilation of a decade of experience of a relatively uncommon pathology causing epilepsy.

However, the main shortcoming of this series is that it is a retrospective study, this being the main reason why 13 patients could not be included in this study due to non-availability of complete data.

Epilepsy was the most common presenting symptom in our series too. In our series, 54.38% of patients i.e. 31 patients were at or below five years of age at the time of presentation. Commencement of seizures below 10 years of age was seen in 45 i.e. 78.9% patients.

However, our study was unusual in that a very significant number of cases (49.1%, 28/57 patients) had coexisting pathologies in the form of DNT (12) and gangliogliomas (16) and MTS (1) as compared to earlier studies.[20-24] In all these cases, the diagnosis of CD was made only after histopathological examination. More so the seizure-free outcome (Grade I Engel) was much lower (46% vs. 61%) in patients who had a double pathology. We do not know this reason.

In our earlier study, where we analyzed our histopathological data of our resective epilepsy surgery cases,[1] the commonest cause of a surgical substrate causing intractable epilepsy was MTS (25%), followed by tumors (20%); FCD accounted (including those with dual pathologies) for 15%.

Neoplastic pathologies like GG and DNET have been observed in association with FCD; although the nature of this remains controversial.[20-32] Whether these neoplasms arise from FCD, represent some peculiar form of dysplasia, or merely coexist with dysplasia remains to be ascertained. It has been suggested that[33-35] associated glioneuronal neoplastic and malformative lesions are associated with CD-34-immunopositive bipotential precursor cells. However, all these series have extended histopathological studies to the ultrastructural level that was not done in our study.

The good outcome in our series (51%) seems to be comparable to what has been usually quoted in the literature.[2-19] However, we do submit the lacunae of the present study. Firstly it is a retrospective study. Secondly, our follow-up even though reasonable (about three years mean) is still small considering the natural history of these pathologies following a surgical intervention.

None of our patients ever required invasive video EEG. This could be partly due to the fact that all our patients underwent a very exhaustive investigatory workup (EEG, MRI with special sequences, ictal and interictal SPECT with SISCOS and SISCOM, and PET). As many as 18 patients had undergone a ‘routine’ MRI elsewhere which was diagnosed as normal before being worked up at our institute, thus the pick-up and localization has been quite accurate which is also likely to translate into a good outcome. Furthermore, all our patients have had electrical and imaging concordance thus allowing for direct resective surgery after ECoG evaluation at surgery. However, we do have some patients on our follow-up without surgery who have FCD without electrical and imaging concordance. We are planning for an invasive video EEG for these patients.

Conclusions

The following series has been a clinico-pathological experience of FCDs collected over a 10-year period. This, we believe is the first of its kind of study from India and demonstrates that surgery for these pathologies is associated with low morbidity and seizure-free outcome (Grade I) in 51% of the operated cases, at a mean follow-up of three years. However, a longer follow-up would be required to actually comment on the natural history. While most of the results in this study have been similar to others, an interesting aspect of this study has been a higher incidence of coexisting pathologies (50%). In future, we plan to perform a more detailed cytomolecular analysis including patch clamp techniques, particularly to compare between adult and pediatric FCDs.
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